Yarns Emitting Far Infrared Rays
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Abstract:
Infrared radiation refers to electromagnetic radiation whose wavelength is longer than visible light, but shorter than terahertz and microwave radiation. Far infrared radiation (FIR) denotes radiation that is considered a kind of infrared radiation and includes wavelengths between 5.6-1000 micron. These rays are emitted by sun rays, human body, metals and some minerals. The positive effect of these rays on human health has already been mentioned and they are widely used especially in Far East countries in textile products and saunas.

For the textile products to emit such rays, the fibres or fabrics are required to gain some features. For this purpose, bioceramic powder is applied to the fibres and hence the textile becomes able to emit far infrared rays. This study deals with yarns that have acquired the ability to emit far infrared rays and their usage areas in textile. This review examines bioceramic powders, black body, production of FIR emitting yarns, features of yarns, various usage areas and future trends by means of literature review method.

1. Introduction

Far infrared radiation qualified as thermal radiation exists within electromagnetic spectrum and the wavelength of these rays range between 710 nanometre and 1 mm [1]. Infrared radiation is examined in three sections; namely near infrared radiation (NIR), middle infrared radiation (MIR) and far infrared radiation (FIR). Far infrared radiation is between 5.6 and 1000 micron and cannot be seen by human eyes [2]. These rays are emitted by sunlight, human body, metals and some minerals [21], [22]. Far infrared radiation has the feature of increasing blood circulation. With the increase in blood flow, oxygen and food stuffs are carried while carbon dioxide other waste substances move away. FIR rays between 4-14 μm are accepted to be beneficial for cellular growth and this radiation is named “life rays” by some researchers [2]. That far infrared radiation is beneficial for human health encourages its usage in commercial areas. As being one of such usage areas, saunas have been developed, benefiting from treatment features of far infrared radiation [3]. It has been reported that these saunas are used in the treatments of congestive coronary failure, hypertension and obesity [4].

The positive effects of far infrared radiation have also taken the attention of textile engineers and interest in textile designs with these features has increased in recent years. Far infrared radiation fabrics can be obtained in two ways: 1. Adding a bioceramic mineral or a natural or cultivated substance (bamboo charcoal) into a fabric (coating, lamination, pressing etc.) 2. Adding a substance with far infrared feature into polymer matrix during fiber spinning [6-10]. When applied into textile products, bioceramic materials can emit far infrared radiation. [2]. Especially, bioceramic materials can emit rays of 8-14 μm wavelength over 0.9 ε [5].

This study deals with black body emission and yarns that can emit far infrared radiation. Some information on production, usage areas, characteristics and future trends of these yarns has been presented.
2. Bioceramics, Bamboo Charcoal and Black Body Emission

Bioceramics can be defined as ceramics having biological function and they can emit far infrared rays (Figure 1) [2], [23]. Production of FIR textile can generally occur when nano or micro bioceramic powders are added to polymer matrix before the spinning of fibers. These powders are believed to retain and re-emit the rays emitted by body [2]. Some of the bioceramic powders that can be added to the textile structure for far infrared feature include Magnesium oxide (MgO), Zirconium dioxide (ZrO2), Aluminium oxide (Al2O3), Iron III oxide (Fe2O3), Silicon dioxide (SiO2), Germanium, Titanium dioxide (TiO2), Bamboo charcoal as well as such minerals as nephrite, pearl powder, tourmaline. Bioceramic materials emit FIR to the deep parts of diarthroses and hence blood circulation increases in tissues [9], [24], [25].

In many studies, bamboo charcoal powders were used for the textile products to emit far infrared radiation. Fibers with different polymers were obtained from extruder by adding them into polymer matrix. The studies showed that bamboo charcoal powders increased the FIR emissivity rate [8], [12], [14].

The degree of emissivity of FIR materials ranges between 0 and 1. Each material above absolute zero emits IR. Each objects that are exposed to heat emit electromagnetic wave called black body emission. This electromagnetic wave is infrared in room temperature (wavelength: 0.77 ~ 1000 μm). While black body emission is evaluated as 1, other materials are named as grey body and their emissivity is between 0 and 1. For instance, human skin: 0.99; tree, wood, water, ice, frost, leaves: ~ 0.97; glass, concrete, brick: 0.94; stainless steel: 0.74; Aluminium: 0.18 [22].

3. Production of Yarns Emitting Fir and Their Usage Areas

FIR fibers are wound with various fibers so that yarns gain the property of FIR. [11-17]. FIR fibers are sold in the market with the trade names Celliant®, Emana®, Nilit®. The working principle of fabrics obtained by bioceramic-applied fibers is based on the retroreflection of energy with a wavelength of 8-14 μm emitted from human body to the body. To put it differently, the fabric functions as a mirror [2], [18], [19]. The increase in the amount of FIR powders also increases the emissivity of these rays. However, the concentration of FIR powders should not exceed 5%. Powder concentration above 5% leads to decrease in the endurance of fibers as well as blockage in nozzles [20].

The effects of FIR on human health include decreasing swelling and ache in muscle and joints, encouraging renewal and quick recovery and improving blood circulation. For this reason, the ideal applications of FIR textiles have a comprehensive area ranging from local pain killers to others areas of supporting a health life. The products include therapeutic knee, elbow, waistbands, gloves, socks, shirt and belts (Figure 2) [2]. FIR clothes designed for sportmen have been produced in order to regulate sweating, lactic acid and toxins [2]. In a study, it was found out that ceramic powders emitting FIR can decrease muscle tiredness and normalize acidification of strained muscles, which decreased muscle tiredness [23]. They can also increase muscle elasticity and relieves aching and muscle spasms by decreasing...
the risk of injury. FIR textile products can help to heal injured, over engineered muscles, tendons and bonds [2, 27]. In Brazil, a study was carried out on FIR emitting clothes of twenty-one footballer. The yarn used in this study had PA 6-6 yarns with FIR feature and eleven of the footballers wore pyjamas having this feature. The remaining ten people (placebo) wore clothes made from PA 6-6 fiber that did not include FIR. The footballers wore these pyjamas after the training for three nights and slept for ten hours each night. The study showed that it is possible to benefit from FIR clothes in order to quicken recovery of muscle aches of footballers after training [29].

The main therapy function that FIR textiles aim is to encourage microcirculation. FIR therapeutic products have been designed for rheumatoid arthritis, knee ache, shoulder ache, neck ache and all kinds of arthritis [2]. In addition, positive results were obtained in a research on their effect on decreasing cellulitis [28]. FIR finds a place in healthy textile applications because of its property of expelling toxins from the body, stimulating cellular activity, increasing circulation, eliminating ache and swelling. These products are also used commercially in the treatment of Raynaud’s syndrome, sprains, fractures, bunions, gout, athlete’s foot, psoriasis, poor circulation, chillblains and RSI [2,30].

Ko and Berbrayer made a test on sixty patients with raynaud’s syndrome by using two types of gloves. One type of the gloves can emit FIR while the other is of conventional (placebo) type. As a result of the study, in both subjective and objective measures, it was reported that significant improvements were observed in the recovery processes of the ones who wore FIR gloves [31].

The surfaces (membrane) obtained by nano-size fibers have various usage areas in medicine because of specific big surface, small pore size and high porosity. In a study, germanium (Ge) and silicon dioxide (SiO₂) nano particles were mixed with polyvinyl alcohol and nanofiber surface was obtained. This surface encourages quick recovery in pledges with its far infrared radiation emission and antimicrobial property as well as having the potential of preventing microbial infection. These products were also found out to have usage potential in medical textiles [33].

FIR fabrics are used in home textiles in such products as bed, blanket, sleeping-bag for improving sleeping quality. In order to improve sleeping-quality, discs that can emit far infrared radiation were placed in bed and blankets. At the end of the study, 350 persons were evaluate sleeping quality subjectively. After using the products, 80% of the subjects felt themselves well and very well while 63.5% of them found the product effective and very effective [32].

Textile products that can emit strong FIR are brilliant members for maintaining body temperature. Fabrics emitting FIR can keep the body warm in cold environments. For instance, sleeping pillows giving momentary heat in cool weather and gloves used for warming up the wrist can be examined under this category. Similarly, wool and cotton products impregnated with ceramic powders are available in the market in the form of socks, gloves, jacket and car seat pad. These products are put onto the market with their FIR health benefits in accordance with their marketing goals [2,30].

4. Fir Yarn Properties and Future Trends

Bamboo charcoal powders are black in colour as they are produced through carbonization process and hence the produced yarns are also black. However, in a study carried out by Li et al., white yarn was observed by modifying bamboo charcoal powders with titandioxid [8].

In a study carried out by Li et al. [7], fibers obtained by adding bamboo charcoal to nylon fibers were turned into textile surfaces after being mixed with polyethylene terephthalate (PET) and stainless steel. At the end of the study, the infrared radiation values of the obtained surface came out above 0,85 ε. As the values were above 0,8 ε, it was concluded that the obtained fabrics would be beneficial for human health.

In another study carried out by Lin et al. [13], polyester containing bamboo charcoal powders of 1.2% was wound with stainless steel wire (40 μm) and antibacterial nylon. Stainless steel was used as core spun and wound with FIR polyester and
antimicrobial nylon. Three kinds of fabrics were obtained with these yarns. Fabrics were analysed according to spinning number (8, 11, 14 turn/cm) of hybrid yarn. According to far infrared test results, increase in spinning number is in proportionate to far infrared emission. FIR textiles represent a growing and exciting area in functional textiles. As new technologies and supporting studies continue, this area will certainly continue to grow up and create interest [2].

5. Conclusion

This study dealt with the effect of far infrared radiation on human health as well as producing yarns that emit such rays. In addition, this study presented some information on basic properties of FIR yarns. It was underlined that these rays are beneficial for human health. The study show up that bioceramic materials can emit these rays and that the fibers obtained through the addition of nanosize bioceramic powders in the extruder during fiber spinning emit FIR rays. These products range from home textile (bed, blanket) to daily used products (socks, gloves), therapeutic textiles (hand, knee and wrist bandages, socks for cellulitis).
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